250	THE PACIFIC ISLANDS
1    The Marsliall Islands
Arranged in a double row between 5   and 15   north of
the equator stretches this group of about thirty islands none
of which is much more than ten feet above the level of the
ocean    Scattered o\er these coral rings are 10000 natives
of a Polynesian type with a distinct Asiatic admixture   These
are occupied mainly in growing coco nuts   pandanus   and
breadfruit    Here the atoll formation is found in perfection
Kwatelene a wreath of islets a hundred miles across  prob
ably preserves the outline of some giant crater and is the
largest atoll existing     Many of the smaller atolls are a
perfect unbroken nng   with an outlet from the enclosed
lagoon  so that the tide nses and falls through the under
lying coral foundation    Of the pandanus or screw palm a
word may be said because of its importance m the scheme of
life upon the atolls    It is almost as useful a tree as the
coco nut palm and it fills almost every need of the islander
The fruit provides him with food the wood \\ith timber the
leaves with thatch for his hut or wicker for his basket  and
the root a d>e for the primitive clothes he  or rather she
wears
2   Tlie Gilbert and Ellice Islands
The Gilberts sit right on the equator and are composed
of very small atolls of hard coral and scanty limestone soil
which nevertheless support about 26000 people    The Ellice
Islands 400 miles to the south are a similar group  which
however   support only some 4000 inhabitants     The tern
perature vanes very little from month to month  and the
normal rainfall amounts to anything from 150 to 180 inches
but drought years in which an extremely low rainfall is
received are not uncommon    Together with Ocean Island
Christmas Island  Fanning Island and Washington Island
these islands form a British colony administered from Lon
don   The Phoenix group was added to the colony in 1927

